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Babies love music, they respond to music, especially soothing music. It feels so lovely to see their
faces light up, when some good music is played. It is in fact amusing to see toddlers try to shake
their body in response to music. Babies remain happy and entertained in a musical atmosphere. But
it should remembered that the music should be soothing and melodious. Parents have a special
responsibility to understand the importance of music in the mental and physical growth of young
children. The more diverse the music, the more receptive a child becomes to the diversity in life.
Different kinds of music, provide children with the right input to develop an integrated approach to
life. Now-a-days parents can download baby music from the internet. The downloaded music can be
diverse in nature. In-fact free baby music downloads available on the net are a great way to
increase your collection of baby music and let your baby enjoy different types of music everyday.

Language development in  babies is also aided by music. A child learns to repeat lines of a song,
thereby learning new words and their pronunciation. Babies learn to express happiness by singing
songs. They may not be able to sing properly, but the foundation of higher language abilities gets
laid when a child listens to songs and learns to repeat them to express his happiness. Parents often
talk to their babies in a singsong manner. Babies  respond to such a manner of speech. Parents
may not know but by talking to their babies in such a manner, they make it easier for them to
understand the nuances of their language. The baby feels interested to listen to the parents and
tries to understand them. Repetition of such interaction only increases the language abilities of the
baby. Just download baby music or get it from friends and let your baby enjoy the melody of music.

Baby music should by nature be soothing and soft, a child should be able to enjoy and feel happy
listening to the music. Even while putting a child to sleep, a soft instrumental music or a soothing
lullaby renders a calming atmosphere for a child.. Babies feel more secure and comfortable in the
presence of music. The internet is an excellent medium to download baby music, just search the
internet and get the best for your child. Most importantly, you can download baby music for free.

Even in the early stages of a child's life, music has an important role to play in his/her social
development. Toddlers communicate to each other better under the stimulus of music. Even with
parents and other relatives, toddlers respond better to musically worded sentences. They not only
listen but also try to respond in their own sweet manner. Parents should use this wonderful medium
called music to enrich the lives of their children and also to keep them happy and smiling.
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